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VR903MX is the basic unit equipped with standard SUB-D 
interface connection for engine idling time record. The second 
interface USB connection is serving the data communication 
for the Tally Stick TS153 for up/downloads.      

VR903RMX has additionally a 12- position dial switch for the user to 
choose at random various conditions to record important events. 
Other than that, this unit is the same as VR903MX.  

VR903L has an LCD display, three touch buttons with multiple entry 
below the display. For the user to choose. Other than that, it is 
identical as VR903MX. 

VR903MXG is the same as the basic unit VR903MX 
but is equipped for GSM (global system for mobile 
communication)  

VR903RMXG is the same as the basic unit VR903RMX 
but is equipped for GSM (global system for mobile 
communication)  

VR903LG is the same as the basic unit VR903L but is 
Equipped for GSM (global system for mobile communication)  

Overview YAMS Product Range VR903



Overview YAMS Product Range VR903
(Accessory)

Tally Stick TS153 is for data transmission to and from the 
recorders of product range VR903. The data carrier TS153 may 
only be used within the VR903 family. Above the TS153 shown 
box is protecting the Tally Stick when not being used. 

The 2nd. Illustration is showing the Tally Stick open, with the 
protective cap being removed. Clearly visible is the USB  
interface, suitable to the VR903 Reorder. 

M22X is a external marker with 2 push buttons, for storing events 
that are needed to be stored in relation to time when they 
have occurred. The Marker M22X can only be used within the 
VR903 product range. 
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